ESL iPad Apps

Conversation

**English Conversation Practice** - Practice your English conversation skills and strengthen your listening and speaking skills with *English Conversation Practice*.

Dictionaries

**Armenian English Dictionary** - Offering a large collection of vocabulary and detailed descriptions for every word, the *Armenian English Dictionary* can help with pronunciation and comprehension in both English and Armenian.

**English Russian Dictionary** - The *English Russian Dictionary* is easy to use, fast, and works offline (which means you don’t need internet access to use it). Pronunciation help available too!

**Merriam-Webster Dictionary** - Probably the best app for English language reference, education, and vocabulary building. Have some fun and try out the *Merriam-Webster Dictionary* word games to test your vocabulary!

Flashcards

**Tinycards** - Try out *Tinycards* for a fun, new way to prepare for tests and memorize vocabulary!

Grammar

**English Grammar Book** - Use *English Grammar Book* to help you study and practice your English grammar. Short practice tests let you see what questions you answered correctly and incorrectly.

*Continued on other side*
Idioms and Phrases

**Idioms and Phrases** - With more than 4,000 idioms, proverbs, and phrases, *Idioms and Phrases* offers a large number of quizzes to help you improve your written and spoken language skills.

News

**Newsela** - With 5 reading levels, Newsela provides access to news articles and offers activities to help students better understand article content.

**VOA** - VOA is one of the world’s largest international news media networks, offering access to news in 44 different languages!

Pronunciation

**Sounds** - Study, practice, and play with pronunciation using Sounds! Tap to hear a sound, or tap and hold to hear a sound and an example word.

Translators

**Google Translate** - Use Google Translate to instantly translate words, phrases, and web pages between English and over 100 other languages!

**Arabic Translate** - Use Arabic Translate to search for long sentences and expressions in English and Arabic. Provides access to an English to Arabic/Arabic to English dictionary.

Vocabulary

**English Vocabulary 2000** - Improve your reading, speaking, and listening skills by learning the top 2000 English vocabulary words available in *English Vocabulary 2000*.
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